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ABSTRACT. Adam Smith is considered the father of modern economics. His research on the Wealth of Nations [10] is the first scientific work that theorized about the complexity of economic systems and how an invisible hand self-regulates markets and their behavior. In this way, we study international trade markets as complex networks. We analyze their topological properties, structure and temporal dynamics based on actual data. Our main premise states that trade networks are bipartite in nature because importers and exporters play a different role in the system. We apply a methodology developed for mutualistic ecosystems, finding minor gaps in it. We address such gaps by using well-known techniques from other related scientific work. The evidence supports the fact that our premise is a realistic hypothesis.

1. Introduction. Economists often take for granted the microeconomic theory and, in particular, the market theory. Although Adam Smith has already explained free market behavior [10] more than two centuries ago, our understanding of such behavior is still a high-level explanation. In contrast to the way that physicists understand the relationship between pressure and volume of an ideal gas, economists sometimes underestimate the complexity of market structure on a low-level perspective. Unlike physical phenomena, economic systems do not always follow a set of well-defined laws. For instance, economic systems tend to change their configuration and rules whenever a crisis appears. But under certain conditions, like those we find in international markets, complex network analysis may be of great help to provide new insights on economic complexity and an opportunity to potentially expand market theory. After all, the microeconomic theory does describe the basic markets in such a way that network graphs may easily be used to depict them (Figure 1).

One of the earliest scientific work on trade networks as a complex networks is that of Serrano and coworkers [8, 9]. These papers studied the commodity trade as a directed and unweighted complex network. The trade network in these papers
Figure 1. We show the basic markets as defined by the microeconomic theory through network graphs. We observe that the existence of highly connected nodes may indicate the presence of either a monopoly or a monopsony. Perfect competition is, in turn, an ideal case where agents have no power over the rest or the market itself.

was built upon the forty most important products in the year 2000. The conclusions of these papers suggest that trade networks are scale-free in nature, present a high clustering coefficient and have an assortative behavior as well. Further study was performed in order to address other topological aspects of trade networks. For instance, G. Fagiolo et al. [4] introduced a weighted analysis of trade networks. In this case, trade networks were also studied as weighted, and at the same time, directed complex networks. Similar topological conclusions can be identified.

However, the evidence extracted from the weighted analysis provides a set of new findings about trade networks. First, weight distribution generate a core-periphery structure due to the existence of a group of highly-connected countries where the majority of the trade takes place. Secondly, rich countries have much more intense trade links, and are more clustered than are poor countries. This study also introduced a temporal evolution analysis of trade networks 1981 to 2000.

Another previous study deals with the rewiring of trade networks. Squartini et al. [11, 12] has two parts. Part 1 deals with binary (non-weighted) networks and it does both undirected and directed analysis of trade networks. Part 2 is quite similar in the methodological approach, but it works on weighted networks. Both studies provided a view of unipartite-type networks and their conclusions suggest that more emphasis should be put upon the topology of trade network. This topology, by itself, is fully explained by the typical indicators proposed by the paper.

Now, even though this is not the first scientific work about trade networks, it is the first one to propose a bipartite approach, a key and distinctive aspect. We take this position since the importers and the exporters of a given product play different roles in the topology. For instance, the way exporters are connected to importers is based on a different decision-making process than that of the importers. We believe this is a sufficiently powerful reason to adopt the bipartite approach. We
also conduct a weighted study of these networks and test the bipartite hypothesis throughout the study.

2. Data analysis. We count on actual information about global product trading. This data is based on the United Nations Commodity Trade Statistics Database (UN comtrade) [13]. It includes 5039 products and 297 countries from 1995 to 2009, accounting for 127 trillion dollars in trade volume and $9 \times 10^7$ links in that period. This data is normalized due to reporting inconsistencies as well. We also build our trade networks based on the premise that, for them to be actually bipartite, each node is a combination of a country and a role. Hence, if a country is both an exporter and an importer of a given product, two different nodes will be added to the network, although this is rarely observed.

We apply the key bipartite indicators to a selection of this data. This set of bipartite indicators include: a) the degree distribution $P(k)$, b) the strength-degree correlation $S(k)$, c) the nearest-neighbor degree distribution $Knn(k)$, d) the weighted and unweighted bipartite clustering distribution $C4_b(k)$ and $C4_{bw}(k)$, and e) the average weight as a function of the end-point degree $\langle w \rangle(k_i * k_j)$ [2, 5]. The following table shows a formal description of each indicator and their form for exporters and importers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>For exporters</th>
<th>For importers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node degree</td>
<td>$k_j = \sum_i a_{ij}$</td>
<td>$k_i = \sum_j a_{ij}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S(k)$ Correlation</td>
<td>$s_j = \sum_i a_{ij} w_{ij}$</td>
<td>$s_i = \sum_j a_{ij} w_{ij}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Knn(k)$ Distribution</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{s_j} \sum_{i=1}^{N} a_{ij} w_{ij} k_i$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{s_i} \sum_{j=1}^{N} a_{ij} w_{ij} k_j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C4_b(k)$ Clustering</td>
<td>$q_j \frac{k_j^{nn} K_j (k_j-1)/2}{\bar{w}<em>{jm} + \bar{w}</em>{jn}}$</td>
<td>$q_i \frac{k_i^{nn} K_i (k_i-1)/2}{\bar{w}<em>{im} + \bar{w}</em>{in}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C4_{bw}(k)$ (Weighted)</td>
<td>$\frac{\sum_{m,n} q_{jmn}(\bar{w}<em>{jm} + \bar{w}</em>{jn})}{k_j^{nn} K_j (k_j-1)/2}$</td>
<td>$\frac{\sum_{m,n} q_{imn}(\bar{w}<em>{im} + \bar{w}</em>{in})}{k_i^{nn} K_i (k_i-1)/2}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Main formulas to compute the key bipartite indicators as described by Gilarranz et al. [5]

In the trade network at link level, the trade volume for each link is not uniformly distributed; in fact, few links in the network hold the majority of the trade volume. As a consequence, the countries involved in these links constitute the main component of a trade network. In this way, we create two scenarios based on the concept of Revealed Competitive Advantage index (RCA) [1, 6].

It is defined as the ratio of the exports share of the product in a country to the share of total exports of a product in the world, which is defined by the expression:

$$RCA = \frac{x(c,i)}{\sum_c x(c,i)} / \frac{\sum x(c,i)}{\sum x(c,i)};$$

where the term $x(c,i)$ is the exported value for product $i$ in country $c$. The RCA serves as a link filter, which enables us to separate the core from the periphery of a trade network. Moreover, the number of links as a function of the RCA follows a
lognormal distribution. In figure 2, we present the results as a function of the RCA in terms of number of links and trade volume in dollars.

**Figure 2.** The figure on the left shows the number of links that remain active as a function of the RCA for 35 selected products. As a result, virtually all links are active for a condition of \( \text{RCA} > 10^{-6} \). In contrast, nearly all links are inactive when \( \text{RCA} > 1 \).

The figure on the left displays the trade volume in thousand dollars with the same methodology. Different colors show a selection of years.

In this way, we show the evolution of a network from a condition with no RCA filter to another one with strong RCA filter. In figure 3, we observe how the link elimination process allows us to approach the core in the network, getting rid of the periphery and preserving the most important links for a selected product, beer in 2005. But when we continue to increase the filter value, we find that the network no longer exists for values of RCA higher than 1. Based on our analysis, only 50 percent of the links remain active when setting a filter of \( \text{RCA} > 10^{-3} \). However, 99.5 percent of the trade volume is still active in the remaining links, demonstrating that this criterion is an effective filter to separate the core from the periphery of a trade network. In addition, we perform a selection process and define a sample of 35 highly representative products. After that, we repeat the experiment for each selected product, for each year, and for two scenarios. In this study, a scenario will be consistent with a given condition of RCA filter, namely, \( \text{RCA} > 0 \) (no filter) and \( \text{RCA} > 10^{-3} \) (filter applied).

3. **Results.** First of all, we process the network graphs for our 35 selected products (each selected product) and then we apply the RCA filter, repeating the procedure for each period.

3.1. **The degree distribution \( P(k) \).** When computing the degree distribution for both the exporters and importers, we realize that such distributions follow heterogeneous patterns. In Figure 4, we show the degree distribution for the importers and exporters, taking into account all products and all periods. The subsets show a different behavior. In the subset of exporters, the best fit is obtained with a power
Figure 3. Evolution of a trade network to a selected product, beer in 2005, when RCA is a set to filter the less relevant links. We use the software Gephi v0.8 [13] to create the graph visualization [3].

Figure 4. We show the cumulative degree distribution for the exporters and importers for all products and all years. Exporters and importers show different behaviors. Solid lines represent the best fit. The best fit in the case of the exporters is a power law distribution, but in the case of the importers, the best fit is a truncated power law.
law distribution, whereas the best fit for the importers is a truncated power law of the form \( P(k) \sim k^{-\gamma} e^{-k/k_c} \).

In addition, we also compute the same results for the 35 selected products. Then, we apply the RCA filter, repeating the procedure for each period. In Figure 5 we show the cumulative degree distribution for importers and exporters. In both of them, we show the distribution for all products, for the 35 selected products, and for these selected products filtered with a value of RCA of \( 10^{-3} \). In the inset of Figure 5, we show the cumulative, normalized distribution. In both cases, the behavior of the distributions do not show significative differences.

![Figure 5](image-url)

**Figure 5.** We show the accumulative degree distribution for: all products, 35 selected products and these products with a RCA filter for the exporters (on the left) and for the importers (on the right). Insets show the normalized accumulative degree distributions.

We propose an idea regarding the robustness of trade networks and its implications in terms of economic theory. If \( P(k) \) comes down abruptly, then it means that we will not find any highly-connected node or hub in a trade network. By implication, this provides such a network a condition of high robustness to either directed or random attacks. In addition, we have already implied, in the introduction, that the existence of a hub in a trade network would be consistent with the presence of either a monopoly or a monopsony. Hence, a \( P(k) \) that shows a tail that comes down normalized is also a piece of evidence about the way in which international trade markets are organized. This suggests that a trade market will be organized so that no monopoly or monopsony is allowed in the topology. This fact, in addition to the fact that the exporters and the importer have quite different distributions, are the key findings that are enabled by using this methodology.

3.2. **The strength-degree correlation \( S(k) \).** In addition to the previous idea regarding monopolies and monopsonies in trade networks, it is relevant to evaluate the effect of link strength or weights in the bipartite matrix. And, indeed, our analysis uses a weighted approach by design. But, on the other hand, what conclusions can we draw from this fact?

To answer this question, we use the strength-degree correlation or \( S(k) \), a standard measurement in weighted networks [2]. In this case, we also compute the \( S(k) \) for the importers and the exporters in a separate way. Thus, we find that the \( S(k) \) in trade networks follow a power law pattern of the form \( S(k) \sim k^\beta \). Figure 6 shows the \( S(k) \) for the 3 products as examples.
Figure 6. We show the strength-degree correlation with no filter for the exporters (right) and the importers (left). Product 1 = Computers, Product 2 = Soya-bean oil, and Product 3 = Beer. (We use the same examples throughout the article). Dashed lines show the best fit for our data. Every case shows a power law correlation as the best fit for the data.

The $\beta$ exponents of the $S(k)$ correlation in trade networks are higher than 1, reaching values up to 3. This is not a trivial fact, for it proves that the trade volume is not randomly distributed across the nodes. Instead, it follows a close relationship with the node degree. In figure 7, we show the histogram of the $\beta$ exponents for exporters and importers.

Figure 7. We show the strength-degree correlation with RCA filter implemented for the exporters (right) and the importers (left). They are all obtained with a power law type of behavior.
As previously mentioned, the typical value of \( \beta \) is higher than 1 in both the exporters and the importers. Only a few products remain close to the random case or \( (\beta = 1) \). This evidence provides the basis for further arguments about the topology of trade networks, which is later presented on the Discussion section. In addition, Figure 8 depicts the behavior of \( S(k) \) after the RCA filter has been applied. The \( \beta \) exponents are similar in value, but the errors decline while the correlation coefficients increase, making these exponents a much more representative picture of the core in trade networks.

**Figure 8.** We show the strength-degree correlation with RCA filter implemented for the exporters (right) and the importers (left). The exponents are \( \beta_{prod1} = 2.10, \beta_{prod2} = 1.39; \beta_{prod3} = 1.64 \) for the exporters, and \( \beta_{prod1} = 2.57, \beta_{prod2} = 2.03; \beta_{prod3} = 2.12 \) for the importers.

### 3.3. The nearest-neighbor degree distribution \( \text{Knn}(k) \). The \( \text{P}(k) \) and \( \text{S}(k) \) provide good information about the topology structure. We compute now the nearest-neighbor degree distribution, which is an effective measurement of how nodes interconnect themselves to others. In contrast to the previous indicators, the \( \text{Knn}(k) \) distribution shows a mixed behavior across the different products. In some cases, the patterns in \( \text{Knn}(k) \) are still consistent with a power law of the form \( \text{Knn}(k) \sim k^{\nu} \) [2]. Figure 9 depicts the distributions for the 3 products as an example. In these examples, it is not clear the power law distribution, but an assortative behavior seems to suggest that higher \( \text{Knn} \) values in higher degrees.

We also find that the RCA is critical to \( \text{Knn}(k) \), changing the results when the filter is implemented. Moreover, the evidence suggests the nodes in the core of a trade network are more likely to be assortative than are those in the periphery.

An assortative behavior is a reasonable finding within an economic system such as trade networks. It means that the nodes of a trade network, depending on their own degree, tend to connect to other nodes that are, at least, as equally connected in terms of node degree. This finding can also be appreciated from a distribution
standpoint. Consequently, the Figure 10 shows the $K_n(n)$ results when the RCA filter is active.

But this is not the only aspect or indicator that measures the way in which nodes in trade networks connect to each other, we also need to review the results of the bipartite clustering.

3.4. The bipartite clustering distribution $C_4b(k)$ and $C_4bW(k)$. We use the clustering distribution, from an economic standpoint, as an indicator of the tendency to form connectivity clusters within the market structure or topology. In that sense, we compute the $C_4b(k)$ distribution, which is an unweighted indicator. In Figure 11, we show the results of the 3 products we use as example.
We show the unweighted C4b(k) distribution without RCA filter for the exporters (left) and the importers (right). In this case, we observe different behavior between exporters and importers. In the exporters, two different regimes can be observed. The solid lines show the best fits with power laws distributions only in the last regimes.

On a first approach to analyzing the form of the clustering distribution, we find two different and distinct behaviors. In the exporters, the first one is for low values of node degree and the second one can be found where a sudden change in the exponent takes place. From that value of node degree, which is particular for each product, we have obtained the best fit with a power law distribution of the form $C4b(k) \sim k^{-\gamma}$. In the Figure 11, the exponents for the best fits for the three products are: $-1.3 \pm 0.3$, $-0.99 \pm 0.11$, and $-0.96 \pm 0.04$, (with $r^2$ of 0.99, 0.93, and 0.98, respectively). In the importers, the value of the clustering decrease monotonously with the degree.

The evidence in the clustering behavior suggests that, in general, a low degree node tend to form much more dense clusters than those in high degree nodes. The implications of this fact are later argued in the discussion section. Then, we also compute the weighted clustering distribution, which is shown in Figure 12. The behavior is similar to that of the unweighted case. We also observe a dual behavior in terms of exponent values.

In Figure 13, we show the ratio between weighted and unweighted clustering for the product 1 as example. We observe the the ratio of the weighted to the unweighted clustering is higher as the node degree grows larger. In this figure, we have plotted the ratio $C4bw/C4b$ (green squares in Figure 13), which increases for larger values of node degree.

In this case, we also compute the bipartite clustering after the RCA filter is implemented. Now, although this was demonstrated to be very useful for previous network indicators, it is barely useless when it comes to clustering measurement. The RCA filter inactivates a considerable amount of links, extracting relevant information for the clustering calculation in particular.

3.5. The average weight as a function of the end-point degree. In weighted networks, not all interactions have the same weight. Are links connected between high-degree countries stronger than those connected between low-degree countries? One way to answer this question is to calculate the dependence of the weight on
Figure 12. We show the weighted C4bW(k) distribution for the exporters (left) and the importers (right) for the same products. The plotted solid lines represent the best fits with a power law distribution. The exponents are: $-0.7 \pm 0.2$ and $-0.49 \pm 0.05$ (with the $r^2$ values of 0.98 and 0.89, respectively).

Figure 13. We show the weighted clustering C4bW(k) distribution and the unweighted clustering C4b for the exporters for Product 1. The black squares represent the C4b, the red squares represent the C4bW, and the green squares represent the ratio of the weighted to the unweighted clustering.

the end-point degree, $k_i k_j$ [2]. Thus, we compute the values and present the results in Figure 14. In some cases, this indicator can be approximated through a power law function of the form $\langle w \rangle \sim (K_i K_j)^\theta$ [2]. If the exponent $\theta$ is greater than 0, there is a positive correlation between end-point degree and the average weight of a link. Therefore, highly-connected countries tend to be linked through stronger interactions. In Figure 14, this behavior can be only suggested to high values of
end-point degree. For low values of end-point degree, the $\theta$ exponent could be approximately zero in contrast.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure14.png}
\caption{We show the average weight as a function of the end-point degree for the 3 products as example.}
\end{figure}

In Figure 15, we also show the distribution after the RCA filter is implemented. We observe that the same type of behavior seems to remain present when applying this filter.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure15.png}
\caption{We show the average weight as a function of the end-point degree with RCA filter for the 3 products as example.}
\end{figure}
4. Discussion and conclusions. Our goal for this study was related to a combination of two science fields, complex networks and economics. Working upon a few premises, we needed to test and validate these assumptions through hard data and consistent results.

The first premise was related to the bipartite approach. We have argued that exporters, on one hand, and importers, on the other hand, have intrinsically different roles in the topology and that this is mainly due to the nature of the decisions they make when connecting to other nodes or trade partners. The evidence supports this approach since most of the topology indicators consistently show a clear difference in the behavior of exporters and importers.

We have also arrived to define the bipartite approach from mutualistic ecological networks [5]. In this case, the bipartite approach shows a particular ecological interaction: mutualism. This behavior depicts the interactions of mutual benefit between species in a community. For example, a set of animals, pollinators, interacts with another set of plants, hosts, but there are not interactions within sets. In our case, the bipartite approximation shows a different way to explore different rules of the International Trade Market.

Our second premise was the implementation of two scenarios. Even though this approach was found to be useful by Hidalgo et al. (2007), the level of information in this work required us to readapt the concept of the revealed competitive advantage, or RCA, to our dataset. We believe that the use of an economy-based filter has been a good choice, not only because it enabled us to effectively separate the core from the periphery of a trade network, but also because it has showed a more comprehensive view of the various distributions, increasing the correlation coefficients, decreasing the errors, and revealing new power law patterns in some cases.

Now, in order to account for our last premise, a weighted network approach, we propose a set of arguments that are also related to the economic side of this study.

First of all, we find that the form of the degree distribution in trade networks, when consolidating a large sample of products, is a truncated power law. This fact is a distinct aspect in terms of network topology and structure. The evidence shows that, indeed, there are no extremely connected hubs in a trade network. We believe this is not the result of a random process, but rather the result of an emergent phenomenon. The microeconomic theory teaches us about the concept of profit maximization. This principle states that a firm or a person will always act so that its own gain can be maximized. In this way, it is fair to presume that a trade market is created and works upon self-interest. Then, it is interesting to realize that, although each exporter and importer will try to obtain the greatest benefit, the market will reach an equilibrium over time and organize itself so that no monopoly or monopsony exist.

Secondly, from our examples, it is possible to appreciate the intricate relationship between weights and topology when characterizing the world trade market. The weighted nature of our trade networks has also provided valuable new insights on market structure. As previously stated, the \(\beta\) exponents in the majority of the products are much higher than \(\beta = 1\), a case in which the weights are randomly distributed across the nodes. This fact cannot be the result of a random process. Instead, we find an alternative view. Let us assume an early stage when a new market is being created. Each exporter has a probability of attracting importers, which is likely to be a function of the comparative advantage of its own product. Then, the exporter whose product has the greatest price-quality relationship will
be more likely to attract importers. Since the exporter works upon self-interest and assuming an unbiased bargaining process, he will decide to sell its product to the importer that offers to buy the greatest quantity at the market price. Thus, the exporter will start attracting more and more importers, becoming a highly connected node in the network and giving priority to those importers with the highest trade volume. This simple process, although highly simplified, may well explain the values of the $\beta$ exponents. It also means that, in trade networks, the rich does get richer.

Thirdly, and regarding the nearest-neighbor degree distribution, we find an economic meaning in an assortative behavior. As previously proposed, a positive $\nu$ exponent supposes that a node with a given degree will tend to connect to trade partners of the same or higher degree. This, in addition to a negative clustering exponent, provides evidence to support a selective behavior of the economic agents in trade networks. This means not only that an importer tries to connect to exporters of higher degree, but also that the more connected an exporter is, the less likely it is to form clusters at the same time. In this way, the ratio of the weighted to the unweighted clustering increases with the degree of the countries. This behavior could indicate the market is more clustered around countries with larger degree as well. This may well be another emergent behavior that makes it very hard for small agents to succeed and increase its trade volume. This selectivity may be not only a consequence of self-interest and competition, but also a concept that requires further analysis in future scientific work.

In sum, we believe our study provides new insights to both complex network and economic theory. And although some of the conclusions are previously described by related work, our bipartite methodology does increase the level of details to analyze a trade network and take full advantage of this bipartite approach, concluding that a combined (weighted and bipartite) analysis is a valuable and suitable option for problems of economic nature. Finally, we acknowledge that the study of the dynamics in trade networks with our weighted and bipartite methodology is still an opportunity. We will continue to develop this methodology, looking for more findings and new conclusion in the near future.
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